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OH BRIEFING PACK FOR MANAGERS

Getting the best out of PAM Occupational Health



Presentation to How do I make a Good Referral?

Before you make a referral

 Find ways to support the colleague at 

work or to return to work 

 Evidence shows that remaining 

at work or making an early return 

is the most helpful thing to do in 

most instances. 

 Complete the correct referral form and ensure it is signed
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Steps to making a good OH referral:

 Make sure that you inform the colleague why you are making a 

referral and how the OH advice will be used

 Prepare them for their 

appointment by ensuring they 

confirm they will be attending and 

remind them of the importance of 

attending

 Home visits are a welfare matter and would only involve OH in 

very exceptional instances, with prior agreement and with a 

manager
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 Explain what physical functions the colleague’s job involves, and 

what workplace adjustments you’ve tried to resolve the problem

Briefing your colleague
 Make sure the colleague is aware that it is a one to 

one meeting in private

 Focus your referral on the positive.  

Ask what the colleague CAN carry 

out now or COULD do with some 

help. Don’t focus on the negative or 

limiting effects of the injury, condition 

or illness
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Getting the most from the report

 Don’t ask for information about things you already know

 Provide supporting information e.g. stress risk assessments, other 

reports etc.

 Don’t expect OH to tell you how to manage your case – they give 

advice for you to consider alongside your other information

 Don’t accept a report if you don’t understand it or it hasn’t 

answered your questions



Presentation to What to remember about a referral

 When a report is completed it is provided directly to the 

employer it is their responsibility to discuss its contents with 

their employee 

 All consultation documents are stored confidentially on PAM’s 

computer systems. 


